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Our love was 
born outside 

the walls, in the 
wind, in the 
night, in the 

earth, and that’s 
why the clay and 

the flower,  
the mud and 

the roots, know 
your name. 

–Pablo Neruda





“At the heart of every being lies creation’s dream of a principle that will one 
day give organic form to its fragmented treasures.”

–Pierre Teilhard de Chardin



A ugust 1st is 
the traditional 
celebration of the 
cross quarter day, 

known as Lammas, or in 
Gaelic, as Lughnasadh.

Lammas, is from the medieval 
Christian name, “loaf-mas”, 
and Lugh, honoring the God 
of Light and Sun.

This midpoint between the 
Summer Solstice and the 
Autumnal equinox is the first 
of our harvest festivals. This 
midpoint marker is one of 
the least celebrated in pagan 
traditions, but it is truly is one 
of the most cosmologically 
powerful gateways of our 
solar year.

The Lughnasadh festival 
honors the union of Sun God 
and the Earth Goddess, and 
the life that comes to fruition 
from their union. It is the time 
of year, where the light begins 
to wane, as the Sun sacrifices 
it’s life force in order to give 

us grain. We start gathering 
in what nature has to offer. 
Baking bread is a traditional 
ritual to honor this passage. 
It is a time of honoring the 
harvest and enjoying the 
abundance the earth has to 
share with us. Use these next 
six weeks to savor the fruits, 
the berries, the flowers, as 
celebratory offerings to your 
body and spirit. See the month 
of August as a time to savor 
all that nature provides…
celebrate friendships, enjoy 
the berries, the blossoming 
flowers and saturate yourself 
with this nourishment. Come 
the Equinox we get more 
focused on really stocking up 
and gathering in.

The Solar Wheel tunes us 
into the larger Cosmic Law. 
That immovable formula - 
that always provides a map in 
navigating the ebbs and flows 
of life. It is the thing that 
makes us understand that the 
Summer seasons often feel 
fleeting. For in fact, they are 

just a fraction, of the cycles and 
seasons of life. So we inhale 
it in, and witness the beauty. 
 
We can feel the Summer leaving.  
We know the Summer will 
come again. 

The Leo Cross-quarter day 
is where the energy of our 
dialogue now shifts. The tone 
of the Solar Series now will 
change as we make our way 
toward the Winter Solstice. 
Reflective, introspective as 
we now know it’s time to 
celebrate the beauty that is 
present, and learn to rely on 
our own inner resources and 
strength.

It is the bittersweet moment 
of moving with the waning 
rhythm. It teaches us, 
empowers us, and ingrains 
within us, how to be a master 
of the cosmic dance through 
the transitions of life  - 
working with the rhythms, as 
the seasons ebb and flow in our 
own lives, and experiences.

The LeO LAMMAS GATewAy
a  p o r t a l  t o  y o u r  c o u r a g e o u s  h e a r t

F o r  2 0 1 9  a n d  2 0 2 0 ,  
t h e  t r u e  l e o  c r o s s  q u a r t e r  d a y  i s  a u g u s t  7 t h .



Our pOSiTiOn On The SAcred wheeL

Our spot on the Sacred Solar Map is the direction of Southwest. We can see our cross quarter points and 
how they bisect the four cardinal directions of North, South, East and West. Notice how the cross points 
are “twilight” points…meaning, they each fall at a point that would indicate a dawn or a dusk... the light 
that comes with a new beginning, and the light that fades into darkness at day’s end.

Twilight, whether it is a dawn or dusk, is known throughout the ages as being a portal, an opening that 
imbuse us with the energies of Spirit, Source, and Infinite Intelligence. It is the portal through which we 
can sense we are a part of the larger Cosmos. 
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These four cross quarter days of the year, are indeed the true power points of our solar wheel, represented 
by the Fixed Sign Guardians of the zodiac: Taurus in May, Leo in August, Scorpio in November, and 
Aquarius in February. (The Bull, The Lion, The Eagle, and the Man, respectively). 

Each of these markers have traditional celebration dates, but one we find this true date, is the day when 
the zodiac hits it apex, at 15º of the Sun. That day for 2019 is August 7th.



Image: continental divide royal blue morning sunrise reflection in water

In this edition of the Solar Series, we harness the more spiritual perspective of this moment, considering what 
it means to be the courageous embodiment of a heart-centered life, acting as the bridge between, and the union 
of, the Earth and Sun. The imagery in this edition is full of twilight moments, abstract and sometimes other 
worldly, mostly taken on top the Continental Divide of the Rocky Mountains, at 12,000’. 

Here we create an offering space inviting inner reflection amidst the sky and water, and the earth and sun.



crOSS OF The SOuL

Pagan traditions recognize the cross-quarter points as their most holy 
celebrations, placing more importance upon these windows, than the lesser 
holy days, that honor the solstices and equinoxes. 

Astrological philosopher Dane Rudhyar, noted that the cross-quarters are 
points of “greatest momentum or most critical release.”  They are windows 
of “great momentum” if you are in alignment with your heart, and “critical 
release” for the things that prevent your movement forward.

Early 20th century theosophist, Alice Bailey, noted that the Fixed Sign Cross, 
of Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius, is the Cross of the Soul...It is the Cross of 
“fixed vision and of that immovable intent which draws the man from points 
of light to blazing solar radiance.”

The fixed signs, always ask us to stand in, and embody more, of our authentic 
Soul. And with this specific gateway of the year, ruled by Leo, we are reminded 
of the noble, regal, courageousness that is required to be a living embodiment 
of the heart of the Lion. 

For 2019 and 2020, the true Leo cross quarter day is August 7th.  
August 7th/8th this year, is the time, where it is best to honor this work, however 
feeling into all aspects of this energy through August is beneficial.

So, with a bittersweet nod, we now embark into the waning energy of our 
solar year together, it is a time of year, that asks us to sift and sort, and begin to 
separate the “wheat from the chaff.” We honor our harvests, and reflect about 
where we are now, how we might step into more inner alignment, for wherever, 
our journey wants to take us, in the months ahead.



TWILIGHT LANGUAGE

The time of twilight has been revered throughout time and 
across spiritual traditions as portal moments, to commune 
with something greater. The term “twilight language” comes 
from the sanskrit phrase, “sandhya bhasa” which translates to 
”twilight language.”

Sandhya bhasa was a secret language to hide deep esoteric 
wisdom in various lineages of tantric buddhism and hinduism. 

It is in these twilight moments, the “moments-in-between,” 
where we can truly hear the songs of the subtle realms, the 
whispers of the Soul.

Twilight language comes through the moment between night 
and dawn, and between day and dusk. 

It is the space between the in-breath and the exhale, or the 
exhalation and the in-breath.

It is the moment between wakefulness and sleep, or the 
lucidity between waking from slumber. 

By extension, we can see that the sacred cross-quarter points, 
are power point portals as well, representing the twilight 
moments on the Sacred, Solar Wheel.

t h e  w h i s p e r s  o F  t h e  s o u l





Image: deep blue mountain reflection in water

“someday, after mastering the winds, the waves, the tides and gravity, 

we shall harness for God the energies of love, and then, for a second 

time in the history of the world, man will have discovered fire.”

–Pierre Teilhard de Chardin





THE GATEWAy of THE HEArT
T H E  b r I d G E  b E T W E E N  E A r T H  +  s k y

All influences around and within…are pulling at us in this season to Return to the Sacred…by living as part of the hoop 
of all creation, in rhythm with the cosmic influences, the solar seasons, the lunar ebbs and flows. To remember ourselves 
as just a small part of the larger web of life…a part of, not apart from.

Much of the separation, divisiveness and disconnection that we are witnessing, is simply a mirror reflection, a symptom, 
or a side effect, showing us, how as a collective we’ve been wounded, and cut off from our own sacred selves. We’ve talked 
in earlier Solar Series editions about our disconnection from nature. Here, we focus on what disconnects us from our 
own True Nature, inside. The root cause of this wound, is that for millennia, we’ve been living disconnected from our 
Heart, and been dominated by our head.



Image: pink violet blue hues of the belt of venus as it reflects mountains, water and sky

We have learned from the scientific work of HeartMath, that the heart has it’s own intelligence – neurons found in the 
brain, are also found in the heart. They’ve shown that the electromagnetic potency coming off the heart, well exceeds that 
of the brain. And through their immense body of research, we know that the heart has an electrical field that expands 
well beyond our physical body... and that when it is in a coherent state, it has the ability to create positive influences in 
the surrounding, extended environment.

It is positioned in the middle energy center of our body - above the three lower chakras, or energy centers, that are all 
rooted to earthly aspects of survival and creation, and it sits below, the three higher chakras, the energy centers that 
connect us to our knowing, our expression, and to the divine. It is the place where  energy and form meet, a crucible that 
bridges the higher realms of spirit with the grounded realms of matter. 

It is not only a receiver, through which we can access calm, higher intelligence, deeper knowing, expanded consciousness 
and unconditional love, but it is also the transmitter, through which we can broadcast the higher frequencies of 
compassion, joy, gratitude, appreciation and love, out into the world.



cALLING THE WArrIors of LovE

We are living in a time that asks us to be courageous. And we are moving through a seasonal gateway that 
infuses us with the courage of Lion Hearted Love. 

While we sift and sort what’s necessary from what is not needed, we arrive at a poignant juncture in our 
personal and collective evolution. As we move through our contemplations, ceremonies and meditations of 
this season think how this might apply to you. 



While we move through this juncture with our ceremonies, meditations and contemplations we can keep 
the following questions in the front of our mind:

Am I willing to take up the mantle of being courageous and insistent, in living life from as a Brave Hearts, as the 
default way of operating? 

Am I willing to own my role, as the actual bridge through which higher emanations of love can flow, and radiate 
through my own heart field, as a bold, radical Being, willing to stand as a beacons of higher light, and unwavering 
emanations of Love?

We are crossing a threshold.  We are being asked to Be, More Love.



A HOW–TO RITUAL

•	 some sort of fire vessel: 
candle, bowl, bonfire

•	 If possible: 
A body of water where you can 
see the reflection of earth & 
sky, or an open horizon.

This time of year is often Fire Season, especially in times of drought. Fire is a mysterious 
element. A force of heat, of warmth, of nourishment and of devastation. It is the force 
that comes in to destroy, so that new life can be birthed. 

Here we create a sacred ceremony for Reflection, to bow, and honor the Mystery of it 
all. Remembering that the best use of ritual or ceremony is to delineate a portal, creating 
an energetic boundary to step out of the mundane and into the sacred. 

Fire gazing is a simple, foundational tool that the Warriors of Love keep in their toolkit, 
amongst other little tricks that bring us into contemplation and center.

All you need is a source of fire, and a spacious moment to really gaze. This ritual is a 
dedicated space to come into a place of heart, and feel the magic of fire. The force that 
connects us to creation, and the element that transmutes and dissolves away.

What YoU NeeD:FIre GaZING  
rItUal
a  F o u n d a t i o n a l  p r a c t i c e

We are crossing a threshold.  We are being asked to Be, More Love.



reflections

• HEART COHERENCE 
Create a heart coherent state either by 
using the Earth Heart Sky Meditation 
first, or simply spending a few centering 
moments by breathing in and out of your 
heart center.

• INTENT: 
Connect with what your intention, a 
reflection of this point of the wheel. 
Where have you been? Where are you 
going?

• IGNITE AND INHALE: 
Ignite your fire in that heart presence. 
Breath the fire into your heart space.

• GAZE: 
Let the flames guide you, soften your 
gaze, take in the horizon, the earth, the 
sky.  
What do they share about this point of 
the wheel? Notice what emotions arise. 
Notice where your mind drifts. Past, 
Future. Bring it into the now. Be with 
the flame, the colors, the sky.

• REFLECT: 
What do you have gratitude for from this 
Summer? This year so far? Where have 
you been out of alignment? 

• HONOR: 
Honor your work, your lessons, even if 
you feel you could have done better, can 
you offer love to that past self who was 
doing the best in the moment?

• BOW: 
Bringing palms in prayer to the chest, 
bow to the land, to the mystery of the 
fire, to yourself, and to the sacred, portal 
of your heart.

• LISTEN: 
To what your heart wants to say. Let it 
tell you, how it wants to play.

h o n o r i n g  t h e  p o i n t  o n  t h e  w h e e l

Our Reflection Ritual for this season is best done anytime, or multiple 
times, during August. And of course, anytime you want to mark a 
transition and reflect...What is the world outside of you reflecting back to 
you?

Here we use this as an energetic sacred space to mark the shift in energies, 
offering gratitude and appreciation for how the seasons have supported 
us thus far. Surrendering to the flow. Leaning back, leaning in.

Spend time drifting in this space. Nothing to do. Nowhere to go. Just 
to fixate your gaze on the flame, and connect through your heart to the 
cosmos and larger flow.



T W I L I G H T
A  G A T e W A y  T o  T H e  H e A r T



the leo gateway - inquiry space

•	 how i am feeling about the coming of autumn and winter?  
what changes am i noticing in the environment and in my body with the shifting 
of season?

•	 where have i experienced the abundance of nature in my life, so far this year?

•	 where can i allow nature to nurture me, enjoy her, celebrate her, and truly receive 
her abundance.

•	 where do i need to separate the wheat from the chaff, sift and sort the essential 
from the non-essential?

•	 what keeps me burdened with distractions that take me away from myself?

•	 what takes me a way from occupying my heart center more often than not? 


